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River 4U: flood alert for 
Water Utilities



Who we are:
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MobyGIS is a company 
located in Trento (Italy), 
300 km from Munich, 
220 km from Milan.
We are branding as 
Waterjade®

We integrate horizontal skills in Earth Observation, data analysis, GIS, physical 
modeling and machine learning with vertical application in the field of Water 
monitoring and predictions, with experience  in snow modeling, meteorology, 
climate change and extreme events predictions like drought and floods.



SMAT - Società Metropolitana Acque Torino
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Challenge
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Extreme events (flood) in Turin



The challenge
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● false alerts

● missing interventions

Time 
consuming

High 
costs

Backflow 
flooding

Current 
approach Problems

Manual intervention 
(gates closing and 
opening) according to 
pre-defined thresholds



The solution
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The solution
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GFS
meteorological 

model

+96 h weather 
forecast

Hydrological model

+72 h water 
forecast above threshold

Machine learning
FLOOD ALERT +24 h level forecast

below threshold



Solution

ElasticSearch

Data ingestion Modelling Distribution



Data ingestion

ElasticSearch

Open-data hydrometers

SMAT observations

Open-data meteo stations

Meteo reanalysis

Meteo forecast - GFS

https://

https://

https:// 
FTP

DB selector

- timeseries:                    - datacubes:                    - unstructured data:      



Modelling

ElasticSearch

Numerical weather 
prediction

High resolution 
WRF model

+96h

Hydrological 
model

+72h

below threshold above threshold

Super-short 
model

+3h
24h  update 
frequency

1h  update 
frequency

FLOOD ALERT



Distribution

Implementation 
in current 
telecontrol 
SCADA system 
(WinCC)

River4U

ElasticSearch



- Measured level

- Selected target

Mock-up

Predicted level are lower than warning level No alert

- All targets

- Predicted level 
(physical model)

- Warning level

- Danger level



- Level predicted 
(super short)

Mock-up

Predicted level are above warning level Alert Super short model calculated

- Measured level

- Selected target

- All targets

- Predicted level 
(physical model)

- Warning level

- Danger level
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THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION
Awards:

The Digital Twin of the catchment

https://www.euspa.europa.eu/myeuspace-competition-finalists

